Abstract. We prove a generalized version of the well-known Lichnerowicz formula for the square of _the most general Dirac operator D on hn even-dimensional spin manifold associated to a met~c connection V. We use \thiS form~a to compute the subleading term <I>1 (x,x,D 2 ) of the heat-kernel expfl'nsion of D
Introduction
More recently, Dirac operators have assumed a significant place in Connes' noncommutative geometry [C] as the main ingredient in\the definition of a K-cycle. Here they encode the geometric structure of the underly~ng non-commutative 'quantumspaces'. Thus disguised, Dirac operators re-enter rhodern physics, since non-corn-I mutative geometry can be used, e.g. to derive the action of the standard model of elementary particles, as shown in [CL] and [Ki] . Initially, it remains unclear wether it was possible to also derive the EinsteinJ\Hilbert action of gravity using this approach. And again, it was a Dirac operator which proved to be the keyto answer this question. According to Connes [Cl, tue 'usual 
I
In this paper we answer this question affirmatively. Moreover, in section 3, we compute the lagrangian of an appropriatly defined~ravity action
<Pl(X, X, .6.), whieh denotes the the subleading term of its the heat-kernel expansion. It is well-know that, given any generalized Laplaeian .6. on E, there exists a e~nnection V E on E and aseetion F of the endomorphisin bundle End(E), such that .6. deeomposes as .6. = 6fv E + F.
(1.2)
However, this has a slight flaw. The deeomposition (1.2) neither provides any method to eonstruet the eonneetion V E nor the endomorphism F explieitly. Nevertheless, it is exaetly this endomorphism F E r(EndE) whieh fully determines the subleading term <Pl (X, x,.6.) of the heat-kernel-expansion of .6. (cf. [BGV] ).
Thus the the problem of eomputing Res (.6. -n+l) is transformed into the problem of eomputing F.
For an arbitrarygenerallaplaeian, this might prove to be diffieult. However, in the ease where E = Sand the generallaplaeian 6. is the square jj2 of a Dirae operator assoeiated to an arbitrary metrie eonneetion \7 on TM, a eonstruetive version of (1.2) ean be proved. This will be shown in seetion 2. Beeause of its dose relationship to the well-known Liehnerowiez formula (cf.
[L]) we eall our deeomposition formula a 'generalized Liehnerowiez formula'. We understand it as beein intrinsie to the the Dirae operators studied in this paper.
As already mentioned, we will compute the lagrangian of (1.1) in section 3, using our generalized Liehnerowiez formula as the main teehnieal too!. From a physieal point of view, this lagrangian ean be interpreted as defining a modified (eudidian)
Einstein-Cartan theory. 
A generalized Lichnerowicz formula
Here Due to the fact that ,pv -gPV = ,P,v we obtain°r result.
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It is well-know (see [BGV] ) that given any generaliJed Laplacian 6 on a hermitian bundle E over M, there exists a conneetion V E Ion E and a seetion F of the A I endomorphism bundle End(E), such that 6. decomposes as 6 = 6.~E +F.
As we have mentioned before, this statement does not offer any possibility of calculating the endomorphism F explicitly. Since it can~e shown (cf. [BGV] ), however,
it is evident that F plays a leading rale in the compltation of the subleading term ep1 (x, x, 6) in the asymptotic expansion of the heat kernel of 6. Moreover, by the main theorem the main theorem of [KW] (1)
Res (6.-n + 1 ) = --* tr(ep1 (x,x,6.) ,
(1) We denote by * the Hodge-staroperator associated to the RJmannian metric g.
this endomorphism F also determines the Wodzicki residue of 6.-n+l which defines gravity actions in the case of 6. = jj2.
We shall now prove a theorem which enables us to compute F explicitly in the case of E = Sand 6. := jj2. Thus we obtain the following formula for the square of the Dirac Operator D: Tc, ,a] rd [Td, ,b] .
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(2.14)
Euclidian Gravity
\ . In the case of t = 0, ;.e. T~0, this decompLtion obviously reduces to the
1I1. Consequently, we call (2.14) a 'generalized Lichnerowicz formula'. \
Notice that one has to take into acount that in general it is impossible to find any --*tr(cI>l(x,X,~) ). Here 2 n = dime S is the complex dimension of the spinor bundle. By using our generalized Lichnerowicz formula (2.14), we can now easily compute tr (q,1(x,x,D 2 ) ).
All that remains to be done is to take traces of ,-matrices. Thus, we obtain the In order to find out wether (3.2) defines a pure (euclidian) Einstein-Cartan theory (2) we express the right-haEd side of (3.2) by the scalar curva!-ure R~of~. Using the well-known formula R'il 
denotes the curvature of~and d'il is the exterior covariant derivative corresponding to the Levi-Civita connection 'V, we can rewrite (3.2) as follows
Without additional mater fields, our result (3.2) obviously reduces to the usual Einstein theory of gravity. Hence we obtain a result similar to that in [KW] . We also conclude from (3.3) that it is not possible to obtain a 'pure' Einstein-Cartan theory (2) By an Einstein-Cartan theory we understand a gravity theory based on the Einstein-Hilbert action. Finally, we would like to add that it is also possible \to derive a eombined EinsteinHilbert/Yang-Mills lagrangian from an appropriatly iiefined Dirae operator by using similar teehniques. Moreover, this Dirae operator eln be eonsidered as a deformation of the well-known Dirae-Yukawa operator. This Iwill be shown in a fortheoming paper [AT] .
